WEAK AND STRONG LIMITS OF SPECTRAL OPERATORS WILLIAM G. BADE
The present paper is a contribution to the theory of spectral operators in Banach spaces developed by N. Dunford in [8] and [9] . A bounded operator S is a spectral operator of scalar type if, roughly speaking, it has a representation 5= / λE(dλ) •Ms) where E ( ) is a resolution of the identity similar to that possessed by a normal operator in Hubert space. The initial problem we are concerned with is to find conditions under which a weak or strong limit of scalar type spectral operators is again in this class. The results are then applied to the study of certain weakly closed algebras of spectral operators. Section 1 contains a brief summary of definitions and results from [8] and [9] . In §2 conditions are found under which a strong limit of scalar type spectral operators is a scalar type spectral operator, the principal restriction imposed in the limiting operators being on the nature of their spectra. The operators need not commute.
Suppose that the underlying space X is reflexive. If 21 is an algebra generated by a bounded Boolean algebra 33 of projections, then by a theorem of Dunford [9] , each operator in 21 is a scalar type spectral operator. We show (Theorem 4.1) that every operator in the weak closure K of 21 is a scalar type operator, and characterize 32 as the algebra generated (in the uniform topology) by the strong closure of S. The principal tool used is the equivalence (due to Dunford [7] ) of strong closure and lattice completeness for bounded Boolean algebras of projections. We give a new proof of this theorem.
The paper concludes with a characterization of the weakly closed algebra generated by a single scalar type spectral operator with real spectrum. Our proof of this theorem gives a more direct proof of the corresponding result of Segal [22] for Hubert space.
Preliminaries.
In this section we collect certain definitions and results, principally taken from [9] .
Two projections in a Banach space X are said to be ordered in their natural order % E ί <^ E 2 if E ι E 2 ~ E 2 E ι = E t . This is equivalent to the conditions and The natural order partially orders the set of all projections in X, and any pair of commuting projections E ι and E 2 has a least upper bound E γ v E 2 = E γ + E 2 -E i E 2 and greatest lower bound E^ Λ E 2 -Eγ hi 2 If { E a \ is an arbitrary set of projections and X admits the direct sum decomposition X = IU©H where ϊϊi=Ί^ίu α £ α xι, n = n α u-£ α ) x, then the projection with range l U defined by this decomposition is denoted by V α E a and is the least upper bound of the set {E a }. Correspondingly the greatest lower bound Λ a E a with range ITl 1 is defined by the decomposition X = 1T1 1 © ίl 1 where if it exists.
Throughout much of this paper we will be concerned with Boolean algebras of projections; that is, sets of commuting projections containing 0 and the identity / which are Boolean algebras under the operations E± v E 2 and E± Λ E 2 . A Boolean algebra δ of projections is bounded if there is a constant M such that I £ I < M for E G δ. δ is complete if it contains V α E a and Λ α £ α for every subset {E a \ C δ. We remark that δ may be complete as a lattice but not complete as a Boolean algebra of projections in X in the present sense.
Let § be a σ-field of subsets of a set Ω. A homomorphic map E ( ) of £ξ onto a bounded Boolean algebra of projections in X will be called a spectral measure. If F( ) is a spectral measure in the conjugate space X of X we say F( ) is (yi)-countably additive if F ( )#*% is countably additive for all x* G X and
We will need a notion of integration of scalar functions with respect to a spectral measure [9, Lemma 6] . Let E( ) on (Ω,^) be either a countably additive spectral measure in X or an (X )-countably additive spectral measure in X . Then for / an essentially bounded measurable function on Ω, the integral / π f (ω)E (dω) is defined as the limit
in the uniform operator topology, where the functions f n (ω)= Σ a i n k σ . n (ω), n = 1, 2 , , form a sequence of finite linear combinations of characteristic functions of disjoint sets σ{ n G % converging uniformly to / on Ω and f f n (ω)E(dω)= Σa in E(σ in ). Ώ This integral satisfies
A countably additive spectral measure on the Borel sets of the complex plane 
Jσ{T)
Here σ (T; E (μ)X) is the spectrum of the restriction of T to the range oίE(μ).
In exactly the same way we have the notions of an (X )-countably additive resolution of the identity and a scalar type spectral operator of class (X ) in X . In either case E{ ) is unique and E (σ{T)) = /. Moreover if F ( ) is a countably additive ((X )-countably additive) spectral measure on (Ω,^), the
defined by (1.3) is a spectral operator of scalar type (scalar type and class (X )) whose resolution of the identity E ( S (/")) is given by
Finally we will need the following specialization of a theorem of Dunford [15] . We recall that the strong operator topology for S(X) is generated by neighborhoods of the form the weak operator topology by neighborhoods of the form Here C is a clockwise contour consisting of small circles exterior to V which contain the poles of q. We leave to the reader the fact that the approximation may be made uniform on V, The case where V is bounded is treated by a similar argument.
The characterization of /?-sets is apparently an unsolved problem of approximation theory. It is known that not every closed nowhere dense set is an /?-set.
The most important example of an /v-set is, of course, the real line. That i^-sets form an extensive class of sets is shown by the following lemma.
LEMMA. In order for a closed nowhere dense set V to be an R-set it is sufficient either that V has plane measure zero or that V does not separate the plane.
The case that V is bounded follows from important theorems of approximation theory. By a theorem of Lavrentieff [16] (see also Mergelyan [18] It should be remarked that for applications in later sections we will need only the case that V is the real line. The method of proof is a straightforward extension of that used by Stone in [23] to prove the spectral theorem in Hubert space. The proof will require two lemmas.
from which it follows that The last conclusion follows from the identity
R{λ; T a )x-R(λ;T)x = R(λ;T a )(T-T a )R(λ;T)x.
2.5. LEMMA. Given x E X, x* G X , there is a unique measure p( ;x* 9 x) 9 bilinear in x and x* 9 which satisfies The uniqueness of p( ;**,*) and its bilinearity in x and ** follow from the fact V is an K-set.
To continue the proof of the theorem, we now extend the measure ρ( x* 9 x) on V to all Borel sets of the plane in the obvious way. Since for any Borel set \p(e; x* 9 x)\ < 4M \x*\ \x\ , there is a unique operator A (e ) in X satisfying | A (e ) | <_ 4Λ/ and
It will now be shown that the family {A{ )} is a resolution of the identity for
for each Borel set e 0 for the equation 
showing A(σ(T )) -I. If X is reflexive the projections E (e ) = /I* (e ) form a resolution of the identity for T in X. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM. Let a net { T a \, α G

for T, then h (T a ) converges strongly to h(T ).
Proof. We consider first the case that h G C^ (F). By Lemma 2.4, R(λ T),
λ jέ F, is the strong limit of R(λ;T a ), and hence lim α g(T a ) = g{T) strongly
from which the conclusion follows for h G C^ ( F). In the case ή is a bounded Borel function whose set K of discontinuities satisfies E {K) = 0, choose g G CooίF) such that g(λ)= 0, λ G X, and g(λ) > 0 for λ G F -X. The function g Λ is in C^ ( F). Moreover, the range of g ( T) is dense in X; for given Λ; G X and e > 0 there is a closed subset σ of F disjoint from K such that
Now if Λ; G X , 
Bounded Boolean algebras of projections. It is natural to ask when a
Boolean algebra 33 of projections may be embedded in a complete Boolean algebra of projections. Under the assumptions that X is reflexive and δ is bounded, Dunford in [7] constructs the projection V α E α corresponding to any subset ί E α } C_ 33, and states the theorem that the least complete Boolean algebra of projections containing 33 is the closure of 33 in the strong operator topology. In this section we will give a proof of Dunford's theorem by showing first that the strong closure of 33 (denoted by B s ) is complete. It will then be required to show that a complete bounded Boolean algebra of projections is strongly closed. Actually we will show it contains every projection in the weakly (equivalently, strongly) closed algebra which it generates. This stronger result will be needed in § 4.
The proofs will require the following lemma on monotone nets of projections. 
The net {E σ }, σ G Σ, is monotone in the natural order of projections. By Lemma 3.1, we have
The next lemma is an extension of a result of Dixmier [5] for Hubert space (see also Michael [19] ). The proof is similar, but we give it for completeness.
LEMMA. // X is B-space 9 a convex subset of B (X) has the same closure in the weak operator topology as it does in the strong operator topology.
Proof. Under either the weak or the strong operator topology β(X) is a locally convex linear topological space. In view of the separation theorem for convex sets [4] it is enough to show that these two spaces have the same con- we have 'σ ;e ))lz| <M £ |£(σ ie )z|.
Since by (1.4)
e\E (σ ie )
we have we have E o y -y and E o z -0 by (3.3), (3.4) and Lemma 3.1, Thus we may take Ey Z = E o . This completes the proof.
COROLLARY. A bounded Boolean algebra of projections in a reflexive space is complete if and only if it is strongly closed.
Weakly closed algebras.
The theorems of § § 2 and 3 enable us to prove the following result. Cf. [9, Theorem 19] . It is not known whether in a reflexive space the sum of two commuting scalar type spectral operators is a scalar type spectral operator. An example to the contrary has been given by Kakutani [13] in a non reflexive space.
shown that E ( B) and E ( C) have their range in B s . Let σ be any bounded closed subset of the real line and let { φ S be a monotone decreasing sequence of continuous functions with lim φ (λ) = k σ (λ) 9 -co < λ < oc.
by Theorem 2.6 φ n {B) ES for each n. But φ n {B) converges weakly to E (σ; B ), Our next objective is to characterize the weakly closed algebra generated by a single real scalar type operator and the identity. We will require certain preliminary material. The concept of an extended bounded Baire function is due to Segal [22] .
One verifies easily that the contraction of A to EX is a real scalar type spectral operator. When X is separable every subset of B (X ) is separable in the strong operator topology. This fact for Hubert space is due to von Neumann [27] . However, the proof in [20, p. 12] extends in a natural way to any Banach space.
